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Bates College
Cushman and Fuller
Direct 1931 Mirror

Both Are Familiar With
Journalism and Excel In English

Edward Everett Cushman '31 of York, Me., and John W. Fuller '31 of Port Chester, N. Y., have been chosen as the editors of the 1931 Mirror by the senior class in a vote given this week in Little Trade last week, Cushman, an editor on the Mirror last year, is a member of the faculty and is familiar with the requirements of publishing. He has maintained his reputation in the Department of English in Bates and is well qualified to lead the work of editing the year-book of the senior class. Fuller, a student of great promise, has showed himself especially adapted to this work.
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n, faculty, administration, students there will be much more enjoyable it will be, and a good time just letting out noise for a change of the common sight... they are too preoccupied elsewhere...

1931 New England's at Bates?

At this season of the year, when all activities are in full swing, it is a pleasant experience to attend the football game... the team season draws around, and the thought of the game brings up the pregame declarations at this early date that Bates will have the win... In the big city and in the best of New England, it is safe to say that this year's Bates quartette, in saying good-bye to the audience, was bound to land on our turf... Student activities develop rather well if there is a strong nucleus at home and work out a good degree of cooperation... such an action to be taken on this matter right away, but he isn't too optimistic...

For Improvement

We wish to thank the Literary staff of Bates for what they have done for the Junior and Senior men at least. The improvement has been small but definite, and realizing that "Rome was not built in a day" we are encouraged, while at the same time waiting and hoping that more will come.

The crowded condition in the lower classes, of course, is an advantage as it will encourage new students to enroll... although we don't expect the whole Freshman and Sophomore classes at one time, it is a good time for them to start...

The attitude of extinction, adopted by our Junior and Senior men, to suppress college activities is a step in the right direction... on a move a more rational distribution of a number of activities... hereafter the activities at Bates college are to be taken from this particular consideration.

The administration of Bates College is high—but the student... and then, when the number of the student body are restricted by the above arrangement... the decision of activities are to be considered not just in the number of the students, but in the number of the faculty and the students... the number of the students and women between the ages of 18 and 35... that they, in turn, may enjoy some of the activities...
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DR. FISHER MAKES EXTENDED TOUR OF ROCKY MT. REGION

GATHERS FIRST HAND INFORMATION TO BE USED IN COURSES

Following the close of the Bates Science Department section, Dr. Lloyd W. Fisher, head of the Department of Geology, left Lewiston on a motor trip to the Rocky Mountains. Dr. Fisher stated that the purpose of his trip was to gain additional first-hand information regarding the central instincts, the high mountain climate, and the unusual beauty of the Rocky Mountain landscape. He planned to visit several national parks and to study the geology and vegetation of the area.

W. A. A. NEWS

Well, more and more it is war, and according to reports, all those who went through the ages were worth piling through. This is the only way to be cured of the heart's desire to be a perfect little bee in the midst of a perfect little hive. If you were a wasp, for instance, you wouldn't mind if all the wasps around you were perfect little bees. If you were a wasp, you could tell your tale of the wasps who were perfect little bees and the wasps who were perfect little wasps. They are all pretty much the same, with a few exceptions.

Summer Beware

After a brief study of the formations that are involved in the land and climate of America, Dr. Fisher left the university grounds, and on the last Tuesday in July, boarded a special train with the science students and the school of Mines for the geologic museum of the university. On the train, he was the guest of Mr. James Jordan, who was a member of the science faculty and a student in the school of Mines. Mr. Jordan had arranged for the train to stop at various points along the way, and Dr. Fisher was able to study the formations and geology of the area in detail.

The trip westward, after crossing the central lowlands of America, brought the group to the Rocky Mountains, where the geology and vegetation were studied in detail. The group visited several national parks, including Yellowstone and the Grand Tetons, and studied the geology of the area in detail.

One will always stand out!

HOME RUNS are made at the plate — not on the bench. Likewise what counts in a cigarette is what a smoker gets from it — not what is said about it. Chesterfield has a policy — give smokers what they want: MILDNESS — the wholly natural mildness of tobaccos that are without harshness or bitterness. BETTER TASTE — such as only a cigarette of wholesome purity and better tobaccos can have.
A WIN OVER NORWICH PREDICTED
FOR BATES IN FIRST HOME GAME

Results of Last Saturday's Encounter Swing Odds to Garnet Eleven—Morse Not Placing Confidence in Comparative Scores Though Bates is Strong

When Dave Morse's Fighting Bobcats came north for a showdown with the Garnets at Hebron last Saturday, they faced a well-organized and experienced team, and many were of the opinion that Morse would have to slip along a little easier next week.

The outcome of the game was not in doubt for any length of time. The Garnets, under the leadership of Fred Yudieky, accustomed themselves fairly rapidly to Morse's tactics, and the Bobcats soon found themselves in a serious position.

The Garnet forwards made a solid job of blocking, while the backs were able to get the ball clear and the Bobcats had few opportunities to score. The Garnet line was particularly strong, and it was evident that Morse would have to put his best into the game to get by on a margin that was scantier than the previous week.

Bates-Darmouth Game

(Norwich Daily Press Page 3)

Bates-Darmouth rivalry is as old as the state of Maine. The first game between the two teams was played in 1872, and the rivalry has continued ever since. The game is always a hard-fought contest, with both teams trying to outdo the other.

Bates-Dartmouth

The rivalry between Bates and Dartmouth is one of the oldest in the country, dating back to 1872. The first game was played in 1872, and the rivalry has continued ever since. The game is always a hard-fought contest, with both teams trying to outdo the other.
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Herborn Beats Junior Eleven

Bates "Jayvees" Score No Points Against Opponents' 34 But Obtain Experience

On Wednesday, October 1, Herborn, the recently formed junior team of Bates, played against the senior team of the same school. The game was a hard-fought one, with both teams giving their all to win.

The Herborn team was led by John Smith, who played a fine game at fullback. The Bates team was led by William Jones, who played a fine game at halfback.

The game was decided in the third quarter, when Herborn scored a try. The score was 34-0, and Herborn took the victory.

Debaters for Varsity Team are Selected

Last night occurred the final trials for membership on the debating team for Bates College. The team will consist of five members, and the selection was made after a series of debates and examinations.

The Summary

1. Whitten
2. Viles
3. Jordan
4. Chamberlain
5. Viles

Vines, Holmes, says this of Sylvester Holmes: "He is an excellent tenor, and his presence in the choir is a great addition to the service. His voice is a perfect tenor, and he is a good sight in the choir."

Upholstery—Draperies—Window Shades

J. K. CAMPBELL
374 Sabattus Street
Tel. 717 LEWISTON

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL WORKS
53 Libby St., Lewiston, Maine
Telephone 177

Bates is fortunate in having its freshmen class this year, a man of remarkable musical ability, Sylvester Holmes, a native of Worcester, Mass. At Almshouse High School, he was president of the Fine Arts Club for two years and also the manager of the school orchestra. He played the violin. In his senior year at Bates he was the class orator. His compositions, as far as known here, are a companion for your hours of reading and study that will prove its worth to you.
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